June 8, 2020
STATEMENT IN COMPLIANCE WITH NH RSA 91-A:3
The Select Board Meeting Minutes posted herein are the original notes and drafts as prepared by the
Administrative Assistant or other administrative personnel employed at the time. Some of these notes
and drafts have been reviewed by Select Board members in attendance at the meetings. These Select
Board members made their own notes and suggestions primarily pertaining to technical and formatting
issues which are now part of these minutes. The current and previous Select Boards take no
accountability for any inaccuracies, omissions, formats or completeness of these minutes.

Wentworth Select Board Minutes
October 22, 2019
F. Muzzey opened meeting at 5pm
K. Thompson: Town Trustees. Do you have any idea when they have their meetings? They
don't post. Heard selling stocks of Plummer Stocks.
Transfer Station: Asked about dump stickers. Needs about 500 yellow. Wi ll speak to Glen
Campbell.
F. Muzzey wi ll go to True Colors
AA wi ll reach out to Bonnie on Wed about electronics pickup.
Carol Question: Can give relative permission
Randy motion to put on computer that if they have a relative.
FM asks RR about compactor and potential for shed. DV Last time ordered was from NH
Correctional Industries in October 2018, 1000 were ordered $235 - RR will check with Glen
about what happened to the stickers.

Any other handled on individual basis
Carol Friedrich: For the inconvenience it's going to cause the residents of this town, is it really
worth it?
OA: We pay Witcher
PC: I was being called in on weekends to enforce people from Plymouth dumping.
Randy will find out where the money went.
Update on Hazard Mitigation Meeting
Hwy Dept Update
Letter of Intent. The Town has to decide if we'll match 25% of project - PM: We were going to
put estimates out for qualifications.
PM: D. Vlk's grandson -Trunk or Treat
OA Reluctant - FM : Can you assure us adequately supervised - good idea if monitored
adequately FM: Make sure properly secured - climbing on truck - liable 6:08 Motion.

FM made a motion that we allow him to set the truck up in a safe secure manner to participate
in trunk or treat. OA out of abundance of caution I won't second it.
Nov pt not Nov 4th - additional provision. Needs to be a written contract. Needs to be Town
Personnel Handbook.
Adherence to the Handbook
"You live by your handbook and we enforce it by your handbook."
"The legal ramifications on this are very serious to the Town. There should have been a
reconciliation of those two handbooks.
"As presented" I don't want a perception of unfairness
Dept Head"w/ final approval by BoS. Thursday, Oct 24, 10:00am
6:43 pm . MOTION: OA motioned that the town purchase 1000 stickers from a vendor to be
decided by FM and that the town not spend more than $300 in an expeditious manner for
stickers to be affixed on all registered vehicles owned by Wentworth taxpayers and residents.
FM Second. FM yes OA yes. Motion passed.

Palmer - people don't keep vehicles for 15 years.
Linda F going to Plymouth and can stop by True Colors and get estimate. Cory Cormier OA make motion to reconsider that motion Francis second yes yes
OA same motion, L. Franz will take proposed mock-up of the sticker to True Colors and
MinuteMan Press to obtain an estimate. Fm seconds all vote yes. Motion passed.

D. Vlk has expenses for 2018
FM will call Tammy Letson
Carol: How will the stickers be passed out?
FM: Previous system when car registered or TS Attendant handed out.
Carol : If you're going to have this new system why aren't you going to figure out how but no
consideration.
OA we will put out a process to get out expeditiously to residents. There will be a form that will
list your name, address and in the office.
Will he have a list?

6:55 Motion. OA made a motion that SB go into nonpublic session RSA .. .11 (b) hiring as public
employee.
FM second OA yes FM yes. Motioned passed.

---------NONPUBLIC---------

7:21 OA move to come out of nonpublic session FM second yes yes.
Police Chief: Question: Am I allowed to take a cruiser to trunk or treat. Not knowing that the
Hwy Fire PD-

7:29 Motion. OA motion to adjourn FM second voted yes and OA yes. Motion passed.
Meeting adjourned .

The Select Board will be meeting on Thursday, October 24, 2019 for the
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Tanya Vela
Administrative Assistant to the Select Board
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